Data Collection and Processing Methods for the Evaluation of Vehicle Road Departure Detection Systems
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Abstract—Road departure detection systems (RDDSs) for avoiding/mitigating road departure crashes have been developed and included on some production vehicles in recent years. In order to support and provide a standardized and objective performance evaluation of RDDSs, this paper describes the development of the data acquisition and data post-processing systems for testing RDDSs. Seven parameters are used to describe road departure test scenarios. The overall structure and specific components of data collection system and data post-processing system for evaluating vehicle RDDSs is devised and presented. Experimental results showed sensing system and data post-processing system could capture all needed signals and display vehicle motion profile from the testing vehicle accurately. Test track testing under different scenarios demonstrates the effective operations of the proposed data collection system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicle crashes due to road departure is a leading cause of fatalities on US highways [1]. Approximately 12,000 drivers lose their lives each year due to road departure crashes [1]. Roadside crashes account for about 35 percent of the fatalities on nation’s highways [2]. Road departure warning and road keeping assistance (RKA) systems are active safety technologies for dealing with this problem. Most of currently developed lane/road departure mitigation systems are based on the detection of lane markings. In addition, road departure detection systems mostly work on straight roads and slightly curved roads due to technological difficulties of road edge detection. However, many roads do not have lane markings or clear lane markings, especially in some rural and residential areas. Therefore, road departure detection and avoidance technologies could rely on the detection and identification of different types of road edges and road boundary objects on any kinds of road geometries.

Safety professionals and automobile manufacturers have strived to overcome the road departure issue by developing modeling methods, perception algorithms, and control strategies for road departure warning/mitigation systems. A simulated road departure detection system that relies on roadside terrain geometry analysis and subsequent threat assessment was discussed in [3]. The viability of detecting vehicle run-off the road through the measurements of anomalies under scenarios that left and right tires experience force imbalance was investigated in [4]. Authors in [5] explored effectiveness of a three-layer perceptron neural network to predict an unintentional road departure. A driving simulator testing that evaluates the road-departure prevention system in an emergency was presented in [6]. Authors in [7] proposed a system based on a closed-loop driver decision estimator (DDE), which determines the risk of road departure. Some other related research works include traffic forecast using deep learning method [8], evaluation of lane departure correction system (LDCS) based on the stochastic driver model [9], analysis of the LDCS utilizing naturalistic driving data [10], and so on.

Recently, more and more active safety technologies have been studied and developed on vehicle electronic stability control systems for advanced RDDSs. However, a fundamental question remains to be answered: “how to evaluate and demonstrate the effectiveness of the vehicle RDDSs on real roads?” Many testing and verification methods have been proposed based on virtual modeling and computer simulations [11-14]. However, comprehensive testing which combines virtual simulations and real-world testing is crucial. Therefore, the development of testing methods for vehicle road departure detection system is important. One such method is testing on a test track.

RDDSs on the market are only used on straight roads and slightly curved roads with clear lane markings. The primary goal and main contribution of this work is the development of a comprehensive method for testing vehicle road departure mitigation systems and for evaluating the road edge detection and control efficiency of RDDSs on all types of roads with/without lane markings. This approach includes test equipment development, and data collection and processing procedure, which provides a practical guidance on the development of next generation intelligent RDDSs with consideration.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The key variables of road departure test scenarios based on
representative national crash databases are discussed and determined in Section II. The overall structure for testing the vehicle road departure detection system is presented in Section III. Section IV describes the structure of data collection systems. Data post-processing system is presented in Section V. Finally, the conclusions and comments on the performance of the proposed method are given in Section VI.

II. KEY PARAMETERS IN ROAD DEPARTURE TESTING

One question to be answered in road-departure mitigation system evaluation is what the representative testing conditions are. This question is addressed in this paper by focusing on the information and key parameters regarding the representative test scenarios and the vehicle parameter (departure speed vs. departure angle). The overall structure of road-departure evaluation system to be discussed in Section III is also based on the outcomes of key variables of road departure tests.

Since all test methods and results rely on road-departure test scenarios, the determination of key variables in these scenarios from national crash databases is crucial. To achieve this objective, an overall approach and process for road departure testing is proposed, as shown in Fig. 1. In this paper, we only describe how to determine the key variables for road-departure test scenarios. The determination of the most representative values for key parameters will be presented in a separate paper.

Key parameters for road departure test scenarios can be obtained from the distribution of road departure conditions associated with run-off road crashes. These conditions contain variables including vehicle speed, road edge type, vehicle departure angle, and environmental factors. It is desirable that these conditions can be used to generate key parameters for RDDS testing. In this work, possible data sources containing conditions of road departure crashes were identified and analyzed. These data sources are from National Automotive Sampling System Crashworthiness Data System (NASS CDS), Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS), National Motor Vehicle Crash Causation Survey (NMVCCS), and so on.

In these databases, many factors/conditions are associated with the descriptions of road departure crashes. These factors are: (1) road conditions including road geometries, road surface, road slope, and radius of the curvature; (2) roadside conditions including road edges and boundaries; (3) vehicle conditions including vehicle departure speed, vehicle road departure angle, vehicle lateral speed, and side of road that the departure occurred; (4) environment conditions including weather, time, and lighting conditions; and (5) driver attentiveness such as distraction and fatigue. Since we are interested in the effectiveness of road-departure detection/mitigation systems, factor (5) is not applicable.

Therefore, seven key parameters for describing general road-departure test scenarios are selected as follows:

(1) Road type – the road geometries or alignment (straight road or curved road);
(2) Radius of road curvature – radius of curved road;
(3) Road edges type – roadside boundaries and materials, such as grass, gravel, concrete curb, metal guardrail, and so on;
(4) Vehicle departure velocity;
(5) Vehicle departure angle – the relationship between vehicle departure speed and vehicle departure angle are depicted in Fig. 2, where vehicle CG (center of gravity) velocity is the same as vehicle departure speed;
(6) Vehicle departure side – on which side of the road that road departure occurred; and
(7) Lighting conditions – time, weather condition, and street lighting.

III. STRUCTURE OF ROAD DEPARTURE TEST SYSTEM

For the development of standardized performance evaluation of road-departure detection systems, the coordinated test data collection and post-processing systems were designed and implemented. Fig. 3 depicts the proposed overall structure for road departure detection system testing. The system includes: (1) a test vehicle with a data collection system, (2) surrogate roadside objects, including grass, metal guardrail, curb, and concrete divider, and, (3) a central computer for data recording and system coordination and
control. All components, except for the roadside surrogate objects, communicate with each other wirelessly through a ZigBee network with operation distance around one mile.

RDDS testing consists of two stages: data collection and post-data processing. A data acquisition system was developed to measure and collect all the required data during testing. The data post-processing system decodes, analyzes, plots, and displays test results.

IV. DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM

A vehicle road-departure detection system may have three action levels. The RDD system first gives a visual and/or audible warning to alert the driver to take corrective actions when the vehicle is about to cross the boundary of the road. If the driver fails to take any action, the RDD system will actively apply the appropriate steering torque to push the vehicle back onto the road. If the vehicle cannot be pushed back and vehicle is on roadside, then autonomous braking might be applied.

For evaluating the performance of the road departure detection system, a data collection system is designed to capture and record the motion trajectory of the test vehicle, the activation time of vehicle’s road departure detection actions (warning, auto-steering, and auto-braking), and behavior of the driver (steering and/or braking). The proposed structure of the data collection system is shown in Fig. 4. The data collection system consists of seven key components including sensor box, DGPS, in-vehicle computer, in-vehicle camera, CAN logger, vehicle speed display monitor, and OBD II interface.

The DGPS is for measuring the motion profile and speed of the test vehicle. The sensor box is for capturing all visual, audible, and action signals generated by the vehicle, the driver, and the environment. These signals include brake pedal movement signal, brake light signals, warning sound, vehicle vibrations caused by crossing different road surfaces, steering wheel motion, and impact force from the bumper. The OBD II interface is used to query information from the test vehicle including vehicle longitudinal speed and engine speed. An in-vehicle camera is installed on the windshield to record the video data. The detailed introduction of these seven key components will be given in the following sub-sections.

All DGPS raw data are transferred through CAN bus to the in-vehicle computer and the CAN logger. The CAN logger records all messages in a SD memory card automatically. The raw CAN data is fed into two channels. One channel is a PCAN dongle connected to a PC. The data going through the PCAN dongle is processed by a PC software called ‘PCAN view’. PCAN view saves the received data as trace files for post-processing. Another channel is a CAN USB dongle. The DGPS data going through the CAN USB dongle is processed by a software program to get the vehicle speed information (including departure speed, lateral speed, and departure angle). The vehicle speeds are shown on the PC monitor and an external monitor for the driver to compare the actual and desired vehicle speeds.

A. Sensor Box

The sensor box is developed to capture all signals from the test vehicle, including two light sensors, one audio sensor, one magnetic brake sensor, one vibration sensor, one steering angle and auto-steering motion detection encoder, several force sensors, and a time synchronized GPS module. The final assembled prototype of the sensor box is shown in Fig. 5.

The light sensors are designed to detect the road departure warning light on the dashboard (if there is any) when the road departure mitigation is activated, and the brake light when the driver presses the brake pedal or the road departure detection system automatically activates braking. The audio sensor is used to record the time and duration of warning sound when road departure detection is active. The magnetic brake sensor is designed to record brake pedal motion pressed by the driver. Combining with the brake light sensor and magnetic pedal brake sensors, we can figure out if braking is activated by the driver or the road-departure detection system. The encoder attached to the steering wheel is used to record the steering angle and detect the auto-steering motion. The force sensors are located on the front bumper of the testing vehicle. They are used to detect the time of impact and impact position on the vehicle. The GPS module is used to synchronize the signal time with DGPS system. The vibration sensor is a 3-axis acceleration sensor that is used to record the vibrations from the road surface and identify the rumble strips.
The design objective of the sensor box is to receive all needed vehicle motion profile during road departure testing. The results are sent to both the CAN logger and in-vehicle computer through CAN bus. The ZigBee wireless communication module is also designed in the sensor box to exchange information with the central computer. The central computer is located outside of the test vehicle but close-by on the test track. The overall structure of the sensor box is shown in Fig. 6.

![Overall structure of the sensor box](image6.png)

**Fig. 6.** Overall structure of the sensor box.

A foreground-background operating system is designed to allow the program in the sensor box to read the status of sensors, record data, synchronize GPS time, and communicate with laptop through CAN bus. The flow chart is shown in Fig. 7. It should be mentioned that the audible warning signal from the vehicle is in a narrow frequency range. Thus, fast Fourier transform is implemented on a Raspberry Pi for audio signal processing. The Raspberry Pi is included in the sensor box to record vehicle road-departure warning beep in real time.

### B. Differential GPS (DGPS)

The RT-3000 DGPS from OXTS is utilized to record test vehicle motion profile and motion speed. RT-3000 has four key components: in-vehicle RT-3000 unit, signal receiver, CAN connector, and GPS-base station. The GPS-base station is located on the test track; all other components are equipped on the vehicle. The finished installation is shown in Fig. 8.

![Installed GPS-Base Station and Vehicle Components](image8.png)

**Fig. 8.** Installed DGPS components

### C. In-vehicle Computer

A Windows based laptop PC is utilized to initialize the DGPS and record CAN messages. As shown in Fig. 4, the CAN data from the sensor box, DGPS are split into two channels. One channel goes through the PCAN dongle for raw data collection, the other channel goes through CAN-USB dongle for vehicle speed monitoring. PCAN and CAN-USB are two CAN to USB adapters (dongles) for receiving CAN messages.

A software PCAN-View developed by PEAK-System is installed in the in-vehicle computer. All raw data from CAN bus can be captured and saved as trace files to use for post-processing. A GUI is developed based on CAN-USB to show the vehicle departure speed, vehicle lateral speed, and vehicle departure angle for helping the driver follow required vehicle forward and lateral speeds of test scenarios.

The vehicle forward speed, lateral speed, and departure angle are calculated for both straight road and curved road. For straight road, the above three key variables can be obtained directly by analyzing DGPS signal based on its local coordinates. For curved road, we drive and record a sequence of positions \((P_x, P_y)\) representing the boundary of a curved road. The second order fitting function can be generated to represent road boundary points. Then an algorithm is designed to compute the forward speed, lateral speed and departure angle according to local coordinates in DGPS. The first step of the algorithm for finding the closest point D to the moving vehicle A on a curved road is shown in Fig. 9. The second step of definition graph of the algorithm for computing vehicle motion profile is shown in Fig. 10.

### D. Other Components

Other components in data collection system are in-vehicle video camera, CAN logger, and speed monitor. An in-vehicle camera is installed to record the video data during the testing
period. The installation and specification of camera are demonstrated in Fig. 11. The CAN logger is not only the backup of testing data but is also utilized to save all CAN signals, including DGPS messages, sensor box messages. The speed monitor is an external PC monitor, which can display vehicle’s departure speed, lateral speed, and departure angle in real time.

![Fig. 11. The installation and specification of camera.](image)

V. DATA POST-PROCESSING

To analyze the performance of the road-departure detection system, a data post-processing method is proposed and implemented. Fig. 12 shows the structure of the software for the data post-processing method. The software was developed using C#. The post-processing method includes decoding all recorded data, time synchronization of all collected data, user interface design, data plotting, and data analysis.

![Fig. 12. Basic structure of the software for data post-processing.](image)

Figs. 13 and 14 show the analysis and plots of the test data of two different scenarios. Test scenario 1 is the condition that vehicle forward velocity is 65.2 km/h, vehicle lateral velocity is 0.8 m/s, and vehicle departure angle (yaw angle) is 2.5 degree. Test scenario 2 is the condition where the vehicle’s departure velocity is 73.5 km/h, vehicle lateral velocity is 1.7 m/s, and vehicle departure angle is 4.7 degree. They were both tested on a straight road with grass on the roadside. The vertical red line shows the time that the vehicle body touched the road edge. Based on the processed data, lots of other
information can be generated according to user’s requirements. Some examples are:

- Time from road departure warning to departure,
- Warning time to the auto-breaking,
- Time from warning to crash,
- Time from warning to the start of steering recovery,
- Time and position from the start of steering recovery to actual back to the road, and
- Minimum distance to the road edge.

![Graph](image1.png)

**Fig. 13. Data post-processing for testing scenario 1**

![Graph](image2.png)

**Fig. 14. Data post-processing for testing scenario 2**

**VI. CONCLUSIONS**

This paper has presented the development of a data collection system and data post-processing methods for vehicle road-departure detection systems on test track. The overall architecture of vehicle road departure testing system was proposed. Seven parameters for defining road departure scenarios were determined according to the most representative scenarios obtained from national crash data sources. These seven parameters are road type, radius of road curvature, road edges, vehicle departure velocity, vehicle departure angle, departure side, and lighting conditions. The integrated structure and detailed components of the data collection system were illustrated. The experiments demonstrated that the sensing system can record vehicle motion profile and capture all needed signals from the testing vehicle correctly. The algorithm for computing vehicle lateral speed and vehicle departure angle was also developed for both straight road and curved road. The data post-processing method was devised and implemented. The experimental results showed that the sensing system and data post-processing system could accurately record all needed signals and display all vehicle motion profile from the test vehicle in different road departure scenarios.
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